
 

 

Press release 
 
Green is the leading data center provider in Switzerland 
again 

Market research firm ISG has named Green the leading provider of colocation 

services and solutions in Switzerland for the second consecutive time. Green 

topped the study released today both in terms of competitiveness and the attrac-

tiveness of its portfolio. 

 
Lupfig, July 1, 2021 – In the independent study “ISG Provider Lens 2021: Private/Hybrid Cloud – Data 

Center Services & Solutions. Switzerland 2021”, market research firm ISG analyzed the Swiss market 

for colocation services. Green emerged the clear leader over other providers in a multi -stage process. 

 

Green excelled with outstanding connectivity, high security standards and investment in expansion 

projects, such as the Zurich Metro Campus. The study authors found decisive advantages in the at-

tractiveness of the Green portfolio. The company also supports its customers with networking solutions 

and in implementing their cloud strategies. “Green is a successful, forward-looking provider of coloca-

tion solutions for customers and cloud service providers of all sizes. Its attention to detail and security 

is unparalleled,” says Wolfgang Heinhaus, lead author of the ISG study.  

 

ISG particularly lauded Green’s substantial investment in the energy efficiency of its systems and its 

commitment to sustainability. “Sustainability is an integral part of our company culture. That’s our re-

sponsibility to people and the environment,” says Roger Süess, CEO of Green. “Our a im is to develop 

sustainable and forward-looking solutions with new technologies. To achieve that, we go the extra mile 

– such as with a completely new concept for the use of waste heat at our Metro Campus in Dielsdorf.”  

 

ISG notes that Green offers hyperscalers, integrators and enterprise customers the ideal prerequisites 

for implementing infrastructure projects. The study results are summarized in quadrants .  

 

 

Download the report and quadrant here. 

 

 

More information at https://www.green.ch/en/leader 

  

https://media.cloud-hosting.ch/index.php/s/EGzQS5z93gPGeNx
https://www.green.ch/en/leader


 

 

 
 

About Green 

 

Green is one of the leading providers of data center services in Switzerland. The company operates five data 

centers at three locations in the greater Zurich area. In Dielsdorf (ZH), Green is currently building the Zurich 

Metro Campus with three data center modules and a business park. For the Zurich West Campus in Lupfig, an 

expansion with three new buildings is planned. Both locations will enable high-performance computing for cloud 

providers (hyperscalers) and extensive networking solutions. 

 

As a full-service provider, Green offers not only data center space and colocation services, but also the network-

ing of IT infrastructures and comprehensive cloud services. With its cloud ecosystem, Green supports companies 

on their journey to the cloud. Green regularly excels on the international stage with its services. Green is the only 

Swiss provider to boast an “M&O Stamp of Approval” (Uptime Institute). In 2021, Green was named the Swiss 

market leader in data centers and colocation by international consulting firm ISG – for the second time in a row. 

 

More information at www.green.ch 
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